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The Eeologioa.l and Pathol ogical factors Which influence the development 
of the forest tree seedlings mu.st be known in order to account for the presence or 
absence of reproduction in the field or to intelligently handle the problems of the 
nursery. Since the work presented here naturally divides itself' into two parts . 
thology and Ecology. iy will be taken up in two separate parts . 
Part I . taking up the pathological problems is mostly confined to the 
laboratory a.nd nursery work since most of' the pathological problems that can be dealt 
With at all are those of the nursery. The pathological. problems o:f the field a.re 
usually such that lit~le can be done toward preventing or checking them but those 
of' the nursery are under conditions which can be controlled and mu.ch can be done to 
prevent and cheek the diseases . 
Part II . deals with the ecological factors influencing the germination 
and establishment of the seedlings and since the factors concerned are the basis of 
the success of' the reproduction :following any area where the forest has been removed 
by fire or cutting these factors mu.st be known in order to approximate the ones most 
f vorable to securing the desired reproduction on areas to be cut over. 
I 
During the winter of 1911 and 1912 work was done on "Damping Off" 
at the University of Minnesota by ma.king cultures of the disease taken from 
different hosts and aerial cultures fDr inoculation purposes and the entire summer 
of 1912 was spent on control methods in the Garden City and Kansas Nurseries near 
Garden City, Kansas. 
In October, 1911, ?ythium debaryanum was isolated by exposing plates 
at a height of thirty feet above ground and was kept in culture until February, 
1912. Inoculations with cultures of the f'Ungus obtained from the air were made by 
puncturing with a needle individual seedlings grown on heat sterilized soil, and 
applying small masses of nzycelium directly to the seedlings. Results were as 
follows: 
Picea canadensis 100 inoculations, 15 successful. 
Pinus ponderosa 100 inoculations, 22 successful. 
Inoculations were made on Picea canadensis 3 to 5 days after germination (pl§Dts 
above ground) and on Pinus ponderosa 2 to 6 days after germination (plants above 
ground). The culture contained some molds but in the dead seedlings no trace 
of ~ parasitic fungi was found exce~t Pythium. The first signs of fungus attack 
was noticed 48 hours after inoculations. 
Cabbage Cultures 
Cultures were taken from cabbage plants about two weeks old that were 
dying of typical damping-off. Cultures were plated out and then the Pythium taken 
from the plates and replated before using it for inoculation purposes. Trays con-
taining heat sterilized soil were sown to Picea canadensis and Pinus ponderosa and 
inoculated at marked points with mycelium from the cultures taken from the cabbage. 
All inoculations ot the soil were approximately 3 inches apart each way and the 
colonies did not grow together until it was evident which ones were effective. 
The first signs of attack were noticed the third~ after inoculations. Inoculations 
were made just as the seedlings were appearing above the ground. 
I 
I 
Results were as follows: 
Pioea oa.nadensis 
Pinus pondero~.!: 
Sall!lola tra.gus cultures 
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Inoculation at 50 points, 24 effective. 
Inoculation at 50 point s, 14 effective. 
Cultures taken from plants about one week old where nearly all of 
them were dying of damping-off. Cultures made by planting pieces of the stems 
of the thistles in culture media and then platiDg out the P;rthi"WD. Inoculations 
were made in sterilized soil the same as with the cabbage cultures. Inoculations 
were made when the first seedlings appeared above ground and the first effect ot 
the fungi was noticed three days after the inoculations were made. The cultures 
contained sane molds, but Pythi'WD was the only parasitic fungus found in the attacked 
seedlings. 
Results were as follows: 
Picea canadensis 
Pinus ponderosa 
Radish Cultures 
Inoculations at 50 points, 
Inoculation at 50 points, 
32 effective. 
20 effective. 
Cultures taken from rad!eh plants about three weeks old in which the 
damping oft was causing rot and killing the plants. Parts of th radishes were 
planted in the culture media and then the pythium taken from the plates and put 
into culture. ~he material used for the inoculations contained some molds but 
as in the previous cases only pythium was found in the killed seedlings af ter 
inoculation. Inoculations were made when the fi r st seedlings were appearing above 
ground and the f irst effect was noticed in the Picea canadensis 4 days after inocu-
lation and in the Pinus ponderosa 7 days after inoculation. Trays c ntaining heat 
sterilized soil were used. 
Results were as follows: 
Picea ca.nadensis 
Pinus ponderosa 
Inoculation at 50 point s , 18 effective. 
Inoculation at 50 points, 7 effective. 
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ln the work done in the green-house no infections occurred except at 
the points inoculated so it appeared that all of the infections were due to 
inoculations. 
WORK AT GARDEN CITY AND KABSAS NURSERIES 
These two nurseries are located near Garden City, Kansas and although 
they are only t wo and one-h&lf miles apart, t he conditions vary greatly as 
to soil conditions. The soil at the Garden City N\ll'sery ~onsists of a 
heavy, black clay loam while the soil at the Kansas Nursery is very sandy 
being almost pure sand in some .places. These differences in the texture 
ot the soil cause a great difference in the soil moisture content and 
in the soil teUt,perature, consequently the fungicides that are effective 
at one nursery are not effective at the other. The soil at the Garden 
City Nursery contains such a high percent oft alkali that the acid treat-
ments failed while the same treatments were at least partially successfUl 
at the Kansas Nursery. The soil at the Garden City Nursery is too heavy 
for small seedli.Ilgs such as ~Pinus divaricata and Pinus sylvestris to 
germinate well as the seedlings cannot push up through the heavy soil so 
it is necessary to mix sand with the soil used to cover the seed of the 
species having these small seeds. When the seedlings break through the 
son and push up the soil with them hlch forms a chamber at the base 
of the seedling making a moist shaded chamber which produces ideal conditions 
for the damping-off fullgi to develop. ~ of the seedlings are attacked 
and killed while in t his stage. The sandy soil at t he Kansas Nurser,y 
cont ains a high percent of silicates and the acid used as a fUngicide is not 
so readily neutralized when applied to the soil, but the sand allows very 
rapid percolation of tainfall and any s olution applied. 
Pre ioue work on damping-off fungi, verified by Hartley and 
Spaulding, established the fact that these fungi are essentially soil fungi 
sot he methods of controlling and preventing damping-off' at t hese nurseries 
were taken up as soil fungi problems. 
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In the soil treatments the following chemicals were used: Commercial 
nitric acid , commercial sulphuric acid , commercial hydrochloric acid, copper sulphate , 
iron sulphate , zinc chloride, mercuric chloride, sodium chloride , formaldehyde , 
ammonium hydroxide , lime , bordeaux mixture, potass ium hydro~ide and heat peaseurisa-
tion of the soil . These C!.emicals were used separately and in various combinations . 
Here as in all previous work by Hartley , chemical injury was enco tered 
and this is one of the most difficult problems in the chemical treatments of the soil. 
';.hen fungicides are applied at time of seeding or earlier, in strengths sufficient 
to be effective, there is danger of injury to seedlings at time of germination and 
the first few days following germinatio~ . As had been found by Hartley at the 
Halsey , Uebraska nursery,* seedlings that were chemically injured have the growing 
apices of the roots damaged thus preventing the root from continuin& growth , so the 
seedling is dependent on tne short root already formed until it can send out adven-
titious laterals and again establish itself . For this reason it must have sufficient 
water durinc this period so it will either prevent the chemical injury or nid the 
seedling in establishing itself again if the injury occurs . Frequent liuht waterings 
such as had been used at Falsey v·ere also sufficient to prevent injury from most 
fungicides at these nurseries . It wa~ found for potassium hydroxide and ammonia 
at tle Kansas nursery, as had been found for formaldehyde and mercuric chloride 
in the precedi ~work above referred to at the Halsey nursery , that vhen application 
·as made to tle bed at time of sovinc; dormant seed were killede 
In order to treat soil successfully the chemical and physical condition 
of the son must be kno m in order to know whetl er acids or toxic salts sLould be 
used in the treatments because chemicals applied to the soil may be lost by combina-
tion .. i th other che1:1ical s or by neutralizst ion or if the soil is too porous tl.e 
e~fect of the tr6atment rrey be l ost by percol~tion to a depth >.here it would not be 
effective. 
*Hartley, C rl. 
seedlings. 
'"'L.e use of eOil fungicides to prevent damping-off of conifero s 
Proc. Soc • .Am. ~or., v. 7, p . 96 , 1912. 
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Sulphuric acid 5 ~s before seeding. 
Garden City Nursery. 
Pinus divaricata sown June 29, 1912, drills, 1800 seeds per sq. ft., 
80% shade, Pettis frS100. Protection against reinfection, board sides 4" high. 
Plots sown 2' x 4 1 , treated 3' x 4'. Two sq. ft. in each plot counted. D~s 
to germinate 9. Watered 4 pints per sq. ft. , 2 days after treatment and theft 
l pint per sq. ft once and twice daily according to the weather. it pails sand 
applied to plot and it pails to the surface. Chemical injury none. 
Results as follows: 
• 
I 
t::# 10 ltd ,,. 
Plot 
C>1 /°' I~ I~ f No. seedlings appeared ~ :;;= per sq. tt. 
N I~ I~ N , No. per 100 seeds sown N 01 
7 9 
.... lo let ... 10th day 0 101 0 
I~ j.p. 10\ . 7/12 ~ I 10th - 13th day 
7/16 
Im ~ ... I~ I~ lt;; I 12th - 17th o.ay Ut <t 0 
-,~ 7/20 ...... c+ I 17th - 21st day ..... g I~ I~ I~ 0 1-1) .. 
"' go 
7/30 
---,: I ~ ·CD I~ I~ I~ I 21st - 31st day .... t;J 
<D 1-1) Ip. c+ 0\ 8/8 • <t ~ t I 31st - 40th day ... . g lo I~ IN ' 
·'° 
.... 
• 
Total 
U> 1:8 l.i> I~ I let to 4oth dey Q) I~ 
N I~ 1 Surv1 val per sq. ft. Q) ... 0\ 
0 0 ... .... Survival per 100 seed sown i~ • • • N ... 0\ 
.... 0 Oz. acid per sq. ft. 
.... P' 01 ~ Ii ;::;- (I) r-() Im I 0\ w 
c+ 
B 
N 1 IN IN 1 Pta. solution I~ 
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Treatment increased yield five times on the average and seven times 
in beet plot. 
Cultures of the diseased seedl i ngs showed Pythium deburyanum and 
Fusarium sp. in all of the plots showing that the treatment was not strong enough 
to keep out the fungi although they were as strong as some treatments that had proven 
effect ive in some other localities so the effect of the acid must have been lost, 
due to t he alkali in the so 11. 
Sulphuric acid four days before so i ng , lime at sowing. 
Garden City Nursery. 
Pinus divaricata sown June 5, 1912, broadcast, 1000 seeds per sq. ft. 
Protection against reinfection, solid boards 5" above and 5" below surface, plots 
A, B, C, D permanently covered with oiled muslin. Plots sown l' x l', treated 
t he same . Entire area counted. Days to germi nate 13. atered by sub-irrigation, 
perfora t ed tin pipe 8" dovn. Sha.de 50%, high. Chemical injury: Gennination 
almost 0 in plot D all that came up was chemically injured; B and F were l east hurt; 
all other treatment considerably. 
Results as follows: The treat ed covered plots produced on t he aver age 
82 seedlj ngs per sq. ft. compared to 0 in the untreated check plot and t he best 
plot produced 121. ~he uncovered treated plots produced on the average 82 seedlings 
per sq. ft. as compared to 97 produced by the untreated check plot, but the best 
plot produced 172. 
Cultures from the dead and dying seedl ings gave Rhizoctonia sp. and 
F~sarium sp ., the Fusarium being obtained frcm t~e tops of t he seedlings. 
It seems that the neutralization of the acid by the lime left the 
soil without a:ny soil fungi yet neutral so the parasitic fungi had fUll s ay and 
especially favor~ble condit i ons where reinfection occurred, a s ·as lndicn ed by 
lar tley ' s earl i e r rc~ult s a t E l sey . 
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Garden City Nursery. 
Ten series of sulphuric aoid at time of seeding using from t oz. per sq. ft. 
in of water 
to 3 oz. applied~ 2 pts~~er sq. ft. 67 treated plots averaged 35 seedlings per sq. 
ft. survival. 26 untreated plots averaged 40 seedlings per .sq. ft. survival. 
Species used. inue divaricata, Pinus laricio, Pinus sylvestris, Pinus austria~a, 
Pinus ponderosa. Burlap soaked with Bordeaux misture used on one of t he plots to 
prevent reinfection, but failed. 
One series of Pinus divaricata treating 2 plots with sulphuric acid 5 days 
before seeding and neutralizing with lime at time of seeding and 3 plots with sul-
phuric acid at time oi seeding. Plots treated with sulphuric acid at time of 
seeding gave survival of 32 seedling per sq. ft. as compared to 6 in the check plot 
and the plots treated before seeding and neutralized with lime t time of seeding 
gave an average surviva l of 8 seedlings per sq. ft. as compared to 6 in the check 
plot. 
Three series treated 1th sulphuric acid 11, 16 and 18 d~s after a good 
stand had appeared. Pinus ponderosa, Pinus austriaca, Pinus divaricata. Percent 
of death of seedlings after treatment had time to take effect: Avert.ge of 5 
treat ed plots 31%, aver age of 5 check plots 31%. Strengths varying from 4 to 2 
oz. acid per sq. ft. were used. 
Two plots of Pinus laricio treated with mercuric chloride at t i me of seeding 
produced an average stand of 31 seedlings per sq. ~. as compared with 3 in the un-
treated plot. One plot treated with 3/32 oz. mercuric chloride and 4 oz . hydrochloric 
acid produced 89 seedlings per sq. ft. as compared with 3 in the untreated plot and 
one plot treated with 3/16 oz. mercuric chloride and i oz. s odium chloride produced 
60 seedlings per sq. ft. as compared with 3 in the untreated plot. 
'rwo plots of Pinus laricio treated with iron s phate produced on the average 
11 seedlings per sq. ft. as compared with 9 in the untreated plot. 
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One series of Pinus sylvestris treated with Nitric acid. Four treated 
plots produced on the average lll seedlings per sq. ft. as compared with 17 in lille 
untreated plot. 
One series of Pinus sylvestris treated with Hydrochloric acid. Six 
treated plots produced on the average 91 seedlings per sq. ft. as compared with 26 
in the untreated plot. 
Cultures taken from a large number of the plots of the above series 
showed Rhizoctonia sq. and Fusarium sp. in all of them. 
Heat Pasteusrization. 
Soil was put into an oven and raised to a temperature of 180 degrees 
Fahrenheit for 30 minutes or more and kept moist. This soil was put into frames 
one foot square having the board sides 5 inches above ground and 5 inches below. 
The top was covered with oiled muslin cloth and the whole series sub-irrigated. 
Eight plots were used in this series. One as a check being uncovered and one as 
a check in which the soil was not pasteurized. The other plots were uncovered 
at intervals of 8 days after seeding. The object of the experiment was to deter-
mine the period 1n the growth of the seedling at which it is most subject to re-
infection from the air. The entire series failed so the results were in no way 
indicative except that the reinfection caused more serious loss in the pasteurized 
Plots than in the check which was not pasteurized perhaps due to the fact that the 
other soil f'ungl were killed in the heated soil, so soil fungi competition was re-
moved. • The seedlings were to some degree etiolated and weakened when uncovered 
so were more subject to attack. Pinus divaricata was used. 
This experiment was duplicated with the same results, the seedlings 
uncovered first giving the greatest percent survival perhaps due to the seedlings 
being more stur~ and resistant. 
Two otner series, one with Pinus laricio and one with Pinus sylvestris 
in which two plots were heat pasteurized, two treated with sulphuric acid and one check 
~ A~ieaoh series, gave about equal ~ermination in all of the plots, but a less percent 
"" s result con 1rms results obtained by 'i'artley v:· '30il heated in the same way 
tale preceding season at the Halsey nursery. 
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survival in the heat pasteurized plots apparently due to reinfection. 
Cultures from different plots in these series showed RhizoctOnia 
sp. and Fusarium sp. The Fusarium was found in the tops of the seedlings. 
PLATE I. 
View under high shade frame, 50% shade, showing the sub-
irrigated plots covered with oiled muslin on the right and in the background section 
of the high shade frame enclosed with burlap walls to prevent drifting of sa.nd 
a.nd dust in order to determine reinfection on the treated plots within this en-
closure. 
Formalin applied before seeding. 
Garden City Nursery. 
Pinua divaricata sown June 12, 1912, drills, 1500 seeds per sq. 
ft. High shade, 50fb. Protection against reinfection, 5 series surrounded per-
tnanently by burlap fence 6 ft. high , double l ower three feet . 
Plots sown 2' x 4', treated 4' x 6'. Thr ee sq. ft. in each plot 
counted. Days to germinate 11. latering, same as ordinary nursery. Chemical 
.~-----------------------~~~ 
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Copper sulphate applied at time of seeding 
Garden City Nursery. 
Pinus austriaca sown June 8, 1912, drills, 800 seeds per sq. ft. 
High shade 50%. Protection against reinfection, none. Plots sown 2' x 4', 
treated 4 1 x 6'. Three sq. ft. counted in each plot. Days to germinate 9. 
Watering, same as ordinary nursery. ~hemical injury, very slight in plots A 
&: c. 
Results were as follows: 
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Treatment increased the yield 19 times. 
PLATE III. 
View of series treated with Copper sulphate. 
Plot C in foreground, B check in middle and Plot 
A near fence. 
Table No. III gives the results of this series. 
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The treatment increased the yield 716 times. Culturee of the dying 
seedlings of the untreated plot and the attacked seedlings of the treated plots 
showed the presence ot i-usarium sp. and Rh1zooton1a ep. 
PU.TE IV. 
Series treated 1th Zino chloride oho the for round. Plot 
in the lo er left hand. corner was treated with 1 1/8 01. zino chloride per eq. 
ft., the next plot i• untre t6d, tLe third plot treated v1th 1-it o~. z1no chloride 
and the fourth plot e treat d with 2 oz. Zinc chlori~ r eq. ~. Th results 
are very clearly shown by the surviving stands in direct rel tion to the ount 
of the Zinc chloride applied. Results eho'Wll in ~able ~o. IV. 
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Treatment increased the yield 7 times. Cult ree of the dying 
seedlings of all of the plots sho ed the presence of Pyth1um debarryanum and Fusarium 
sp. in all of them. 
View of plots of Pin pond roa in 
acid. at the Kanaa • ursery. ,., ... 
of he plots. The third pl t 11 
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SU1l:.:ARY. 
Sulphuric acid is the best soil f'ungicide for damping-off in light, sandy soils. 
Other acids did not give any beneficial results perhaps due to their breaking down and 
combining with other elements . 
The tootle salts proved to be the best soil f'Ungioides in the alkali or heavy soils . 
Zinc chloride gave the best results although very good results were also obtained 
with Copper SU.lpha.te . 
When sulphuric acid is used special watering is necessary during germination and the 
early establisl:ment of the seedling to prevent chemica.l injury by the 
concentration of the acid at the surface. 
Azmnonia. Potassium hydroxide • Mercuric chloride and Formalin were the only chemicals 
among those used that Will kill dormant seed. so these must be applied 
before seeding and allowed to evaporate or percolate into the soil before 
the seed is sown. 
Pythium deba.ryanmn spores are disseminated through the air so initial sterilization 
is not sufficient but the seedlings. must have protection from reinfection as well. 
Pythium debaryanum works most vigorously a.t the surface but will spread r apidly 
at depths of 3 and 4 inches and has been found working at depths of 6 and 
7 inches, hence the soil must be sterilized to this depth to insure thorough 
sterilization. 
Pythium deba.ryanmn is a. cool temperature orge.nism and does the most cts.mage in the 
spring and during clou~ days in sumner. 
Pythium debarya.num is readily transferred f'rom one of its hosts to the other as 
shown by the inoculation work don, 
Fusarium sp. is a warmer temperature organism and does the most damage in later 
sU1Imer. It works in the tops of the seedlings as wel.l as in the roots 
but most of the damage is done in the roots . 
IL_ 
II 
I 
Rhizoctonia sp. is also a later summer f'ungas due to being & warmer temperature 
organism than Pythium. It works on various hosts but so 'far as was 
found in this work, is eon-fined to the roots of the seedlingso 
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PART II . 
AN ECOLOGICAL STUDY OF CONIFEROUS SEEDS A}1D SEEDLINGS 
AS TO llIGRATION AND ESTA.BLISmIENT . 
I 
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Forests have covered some portions of the earth's surface ever since 
the evolution of' the plant kingdom produced the wo~ tissued plants known as trees. 
Wherever the forests have gained possession of the ground they have held it perma-
nently and have steadily encroached upon the surrounding territory as far as the 
olima.tic conditions ma.de it possible f'or the trees to establish themselves. 
The f'orest. has successfUlly withstood the attacks of' its natural 
enemies such a.s fire, insects, disease, wind and flood and has only been removed f'l:."om 
areas which it once ocoupiecl by such f'a.r reaching agencies as glaciers and changes of' 
climatic conditions making the tre& growth impossible, where, even in those regions, 
it is a.gain migrating back to the lands from which it was swept as soon as the 
olimatio conditions a.re favorable to its establishment, as shown by the great 
forested regions of the Lake States of the United States. Thus the forest is truly 
eternal when lef't to the laws of' nature,and it is only since: the advent of' man, with 
all his devastation and exploitation, that the decline o£ the forest began. 
To impress us with the devastated waste left in the wake of' man's 
exploitation, we have only to look a.t the barren, eroded mountain slopes of China, 
France, Spain, and those of our own country, a.11, at one time covered with a mag-
nificant virgin forest whi ch had withstood its natural enemies f'or thousands ~ years, 
but was forced to give way to man's agencies such as destructive lumbering, repeated 
fires and grazing. 
That forests follow forests, is a.n axiomatic truth known to all 
observers or students of nature, so we JlDlst look to the causes, other than the 
natural laws, for the decrease of the forest domain. 
The forest tree as a.11 other !"lowering plants, bas its beginning in 
the seed so our knowledge of the origi.n arxl. distribution of the present forest types 
llillst be built upon the foundation of a thorough knowledge of' the seed. 
Fl-om the maturity of the seed to the final establishment of the 
•--~~~~--------------------------
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forest there are five principal points to consider. viz: 
1. Seed Production, as to a.mount produced and the periodicity of the seed years. 
2. Seed Distribution, agents an:l methods of distribution. 
3. Germination, favorable a.nd adverse conditions . 
4 . Establishment or the Seedlings , Ecological and Pathological factors involved. 
5. Viability, conditions under which the seed will retain its vitality and 
length or time it will remain viable . 
SEED PRODUCTION. 
Production of seed is nature •s method of perpetuating her species and 
she seems to have equalized the drawbacks one species may encounter by putting the 
other species with \'lhich it nmst compete under some other disadvantage . This a!.)pears 
to be tr11e when some of' the associated species such as the Yellow Pine and Lodge Pole 
Pine. or the Douglas Fir, Hemlock, Western Red Cedar, and .Vestern White Pine are 
considered. The Yellow Pine bas a much larger seed and consequently is better able to 
establish itself under more favorable conditions but the Lodge Pole Pine is a nmch 
heavier seeding tree and produces. millions of seeds more than the Yellow Pine so What 
it loses in ability to contend With the un:f'avorable conditions it gains in having so 
many more seeds and consequently- more seedlings with which to be . n the struggle and 
the reauit is known to all who have seen these species in their native homes . The 
Lodge Pole Pine will usually get possession of the ground where a fire has destroyed 
the forest but the Yellow Pine will again gradually push it back if' left undisturbed, 
although under favorable conditions the Lodge Pole will maintain possession of the 
ground, not because the site is unfavorable to the Yellow Pine, btlt because the Lodge 
Pole is there in sufficient quantities to suceess:f"lllly compete with t he Yellow Pine . 
This same condition ia true with the Hemlock and its associates. I:r 
the enormous quantities of seed produced by the Hemlock am:mally. had the same chances 
• ------------------------------------.. --
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~ succeeding as the species with which its associatefi; .as the Douglas Fir, Western 
White Pine a.nd Lare-h, soon the entire :forest would be Hemlock, but the larger seed 
of the White Pine and Douglas Fir make it possible :for these seedlings to withstand 
the drought an:l compete more successf'lllly with other species. The small seed of' the 
Cedar is another example. Although there is enough Cedar seed produced anllil8.ll.y- to 
seed all of' the area, the fact that the seed must have exceptionally good conditions 
for germination again limits this species and preventa it from get ting entire posses-
sion o~ the ground. 
These points are borne out by the :fact that all trees producing larger 
seed invariably produce less seeds. The Sugar Pine produces only a fraction of the 
number of seeds produced by the Douglas Fir and the Douglas Fir age.in only a p:i.rt of' 
the number produced by the Hemlock. In the Lake States , the Jack Pine produoes much 
more seed than the Eastern White Pine or the Nol"\vay Pine , and these species are 
always in keen competition with one another except in the most unfavorable localities 
where the Jack Pine gains possession of the ground. 
The periodicity of' seed years is too great a variation to use in any 
practical. application for f'Uture work but must be considered in order to. knOVl when 
the last. hea~ crop of seed was produced. 
Various methods for studying seed production have been proposed and 
tried, but all of them arrive at only a theoretical conclusion as to the production 
of seed per unit area and since the periodicity of the seed yea.rs is so variable, 
knowing the past years of seed production will not serve as an imex when the next 
seed year will be. The avier and lighter crops of seed are dependant upon the 
climatic conditions so they cannot be preciicted, except by Hick's almanac. neverthe-
less we know that the forest is producing seed, sometimes annually and somet es at 
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periods of two or three yea.rs or even more and it is sufficient to know for the 
purposes or management , whether the last crop was a sparse , medium, or heavy crop. 
The seed produced by the forest is annually, or whenever produced , falling upon the 
forest noor and there being covered by the falling needles , and the accumulation of 
vegetable matter , thus putting the seed under contimia.ll;y moist , coo conditions and 
storing it for the f'uture . 
In regard to seed production Darwin says: "Large numbers of seeds are 
destroyed. The greater chance inst any given seed reaching a suitable loca lity 
and a ttaining maturity, the lar r the number or seeds mnst the plant produce in order 
to maintain its numbers and as a general rule the smaller will the individual seeds 
be. On the contrary the greater the chance that each seed enjoys of arriving at 
maturity, the smaller the number of' seeds that is necessary, and in such cases it is 
an advanta that the seeds should be large" . 
In aey ordinary seed year the forest produces enough seed to produce 
a stand of seedlings so it is not the lack of' production of seed that makes the orest 
unable to perpetuate itself' and reclaim areas upon which it has been destroy d by its 
natural enemies , or thro artificial means by man. 
SEED DI~RIBUTION . 
Seed distribution has always been a much discussed subject and gre t 
~ theories in re to the migration of the orest have been held in the past and 
opinions va.r;v great deal at the present ti as to causes of reproduction ollo~illg 
lar burns and are s f'rom which the timber has been removed artificially. 
ature has provided near~;y a.11~ of the seeds o the conife trees 
With wings and in this wa.;v provided for wind distribution so. naturally , the idea that 
the seeds ere distributed by the wind has been accepted and taken without considering 
1 
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the nature of the seed and its Wing and the influence of the wind upon the seed as it 
leaves the cone in the top of the tree. Most or the seeds have the wings attached to 
one end of the seed and have the wing on one side only so in an ordinary Wind of ten or 
twelve miles per hour the seed will begin & downward spiral whirl and land within two 
chains or the base of' the tree. And since in a large part of our coniferous forests 
the autumn, or seeding time, is usually a time of little wind, the wind cannot be 
considered a factor in seed distribution only as influencing short distances fl-om the 
seed-trees. To be sure the occassional blast of' wind at the higher altitudes, blowing 
at the rate of seventy-five miles per hour, as has been measured by the writer in the 
Casoa.de Mountains of Washington, may carzey an occassional seed for a long distance, but 
it will never produce stands over an area. 
Water is a distributing agent among the moisture loving species and by 
carrying long the seed with the stream either by floating or by getting onto some 
moss or debris along the banks of the -treams become covered with species that drop 
their seed into the stream. 
Animals play a rather incidental part in seed distribution and the 
carrying of seed by birds may account for the occassional trees found in unexpected 
places . The most striking instance o~ a.nima.1 distribution is seen in the Yellow Pine 
regions where the squirrels, chipmank:s and mice collect and cache the seeds or cones. 
The squirrels and chipmunks gather the cones a.nd cache them while the mice gather the 
seed only and store it a • Usually the caches are in piles under logs in stumps 
or other hidden places but often on the grassy slopes of the Yellow Pine region the 
squirrels store separate cones under the tufts of grasa and I have examined and 
collected cones fl-om caches that covered patches 200 feet square or more. The mioe 
also cache small piles of pure seed under these grass tu tf. Naturally not all of the 
cones or seed is again found by the rodents that store it a.nd in this way they have 
became planters of seed even though they take a heavy toll for their work. This 
-~-
coounts or the patches of Yellow Pin r e. oduotion on so e of the assy slopes o 
stern ~onta.na and Idaho . Tufts or Yellow Pine have been found containin 10 to 20 
seedlin and upon digging them up the rems.ins o the cone could b seen ere it 
evidently had been cached by the rodent . 
In studying seed distribution and seedl establisbnent the followillg 
methods were used: 
Stri 8-1/4 feet ide ere run 2-1/2 chains part , thereby covering 5 o t e 
tot&l area and crossing it often enough to t represontative 
of moisture , shade , exoosure (as to slope} , and soil . 
er all con itio 
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, and t opogr ;p?J\T re made . slaah ar 
ote re taken on the kind o soil , bet her silt , un , rocky, cl 
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dutf or litt r , and t or ch'.lrred lo and sl ash on the ound. 
ber 
h indiVi 
ch re rocor ed th onditions unier 
oh 
oies of seedli 
se dli to soil conditio and 
or ote tion by lo 
or 
or sl 
h chain t aa unit. and itten up s 
by the letters o the pbab , and t c in e ch strip 
The ollO'l'Fii:ig is the repor t in de ail of one o the a.r studi 
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Designation 
Location 
To;pograph.y 
Kaniksu - Fi deli t;y Lumber co., March 18, 1907. 
Sec. 25, T.57 N., R. 5 \/. , Boise ~. 
Rolling, traversed by Pine Creek - a non drivable stream - and the 
West Branch River - a drivable stream. 
Slo:pes. and ravines shown by map. 
Silt and sandy loam, dry, gravelly on hillsides . 
Condition before cutting Forest mat;ure and over-mature consisting of two age 
classes or 100 yea.rs and 200 years. 
Considerable f'unguS and bug injury . 
Reproduction Hemlock a.nd Cedar heavy through.au~. 
White Pine and Larch in groups in openings. 
Utilization All merchantable timber , living and dead, standing and down, cut . 
Brush disposal. All unmerchantable timber slashed and broadcast burned. 
Burned-over June, 1910. 
Seed Years Good seed crop in 1909 and a fair crop in 1911. 
Silvicultural System Clear cut with seed plots, left • 
.. ---~~~~----'- -~~~~~-----------------------------------~J 
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CONDITIONS OF STAND BEFORE CUTTING 
White White Cedar 
Pine Larch Red Fir Cedar Poles 
Average total. 
height of' trees 140 ' 140 ' 120' 120 ' 75 ' 
Average dia.oeter 
of' trees 20 . l " 20 .4 11 20 .4" 27 . 011 12 . 8" 
Average number 
of trees per A. 27 .4 3.1 o.s 2. s 17 
Average stand 
f"eet b.m. per A. l?, 564 2 ,068 358 2 ,496 545 
Per cent of" total stand 79 11 2. 5 7 . 5 
Seedlings less than 5 feet high 
per acre per cent of' stand 30 10 10 50 
Trees between 5 feet high 
a.nd: 6 inches D • .B .H. per aore 10 2. 5 2 16 
Uumber trees above 6 inches 
D.B.H. to be lef't 4 . 5 l . 5 o.5 5. 2 
Considerable Hemloak was scattered all through the sta.ndt especially yoa.ng growth 
Of the pole , sapling and seedling stages , which was not taken into consideration in 
the above estimate . 
-
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CUT OVER AREA STUDIES. 
P'IUll!:ST lnVt;R EJCl"C"'M£t<IT STATION 
..... _.... "' ... ,..,_,. ,_.., 
"-----.... ~ ......... --
PLATE NO . VII . 
ShOWi.ng the location o'f' the strips as they ere run and the topograpey of" the area. 
•--~~~~~--------------------
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Ground Cover Wnen Examined September 1912. 
Scattering individuals of -iild Rose (Rosa) , Bearberry (Arctostapbylos) , 
Thimble Berry {RU s) , Solomon Seal (Polygonatum) • Fern (Pt eris) , Fireweed (Epilobium}, 
Mountain llaple {Acer} • Willow {Salix) , Service Berry (Amelanchier) • Vetchling (Lateyrus} , 
Thistle (Carduus} , Horsetail (Equisetum) , Lupine (L pinus) • Alder (AlnusJ • Gold.enrod 
(Solidago} , Spiraea, Lamb's Quarter {Chenopodium} , various kinds of' grasses in tufts 
and in heavy stands on river bottom fiats and Clover (TrifoliumJ along th~ roqd sides 
making a. ground cover ot about 50 per cent but. not an even cover a.s the vegoetation is 
in groups with many open or sparsely covered areas . 
The areas burned are quite h"ee from ~ material left except some 
scattered charred logs. The mineral soil is exposed in many places and the remainder 
ill covered With spots ot lmmu.s and dntt with strips of needle and wood litter along 
the timber Where the f'ire did not ran. The soil has been in excellent condition for 
reprod.Uction since the burn of June 1910 and is still in good condition so the absence 
o~ reproduction is not due to soil conditions. 
ilong the .!est Branoh river and the Pine Creek the low fiat land is 
heavily covered with grasses and ferns. which leaves hese area.a in unfavo ble 
conditions for reproduction. 
The cutting as a hole na.t ally divides itself into units which have 
s1.m1lar factors influencing reproduction as seed-plots , slopes , slash etc . 
Plate VII . shows the topography of the area and the position and direetion 
of the strips run. 
Plate VIII . -The gration Oba.rt , also shows the ar divid.ed into wrl.ts 
having similar factors infiuencing reproduction. These areas are designated by the 
letters or the alpha.bet and in oase any letter appears on two or more areas it indicates 
that these JmJI areas are similar. 
-~---------------------------·d 
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Areas A.B.C. and D. are all within seed plots under about 50 per cent 
sha.de with sparse annuals and ground cover of duff' hmmls am litt-er. The seed trees 
in the plots are healthi except in C and in the edge of D where they have been badly 
damaged by fire . E is an area of unburned, partially piled slash on a steep north 
slope of 20 to 40 per cent with scattered small trees of Hemlock a:rd Cedar. The ground 
cover is of' sparse annuals a.nd patches of hU1II11S, duff and litt..er. F. is an area of 
unburned, partially piled slash on a. southeast slope of l5to 20 per cent . The ground 
cover consists of scattered a:rmual.s and a large per cent of the soil is covered with 
litter and duff'. Scattered trees of Hemlock and small credar were left standing on 
this area. G is practically level . The greater pa.rt of it is unburned slash, partially 
piled and the northern pa.rt of it has a pole stand of Grand Fir and Cedar. The graund 
oover consists of a few anmials and litter and duff with some ex.posed places of mineral 
soil. It is a south ani est slope or 10 to 40 per cent , very dry hot situation. The 
north half' of this area is covered with unburned piled slash. Ground cover of scatter-
ing annuals a.nd tufts of grass except along the iest Branch River where there is a 
heavy cover as previously described. J is the general broadcast burned area or flat 
benches and slopes. The ground cover is described previously in the general description. 
The migration cha.rt shows that the reproduction is Milch heavier on all 
of the areas ere the slash was left unbltrned. This is undoubtedly due to the seed 
and seedlings lef't on the ground at time of' cutting as there are no seed trees in the 
near vicinity of' areas E. F. and G. to re-seed them and all of the burned areas alongside 
of' these a.rea.s had no reproduction on them. Area.s E. F. and G. had seed trees of' Cedar 
o.nd Hemlock on them but no White Pine. 
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P.LA.2E O. IX. 
Lo ng northeast aver Fidelity cuttillg on Sec . 26. 
eed-plot B in center or view. Seed-plo A at lef~ a.Di seed-plot a 
ae d-plo D shOWing in baekgr-ound bet een B and C. 
right th 
-~----------------------------------~~~~~-
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As shown by the migration chart the distance of' seeding f:rom the seed-trees 
seldom exceeds two chains to any appreciable anxJtlllt . 
The habitat of the seedlings f'aund was generally similar to the conditions of the 
general area which indicates that no seed has been sown on the area f'a rther than shown 
by the migration chart . 
These points were borne out by all of the areas studied. 
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PLATE NO. X. 
, 
.. ':. 
.. ' 
Showing the distribution of' seedlings along the edge of' the t imber and distance o 
seeding from seed-trees. 'rhe seedlings are from 1 to 5 years old and all ages are 
distributed over the plot . 
• 
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PL!.1'E 0 • XI • 
ShO\"ling t timber beside the plot in Plate x. The seedlings on this plot re om 
seed produced by the trees shown here , ; ilhi.te Pine l to 5 years old in fore ound; 
thrifty stand or seed-trees or White Pine , Cedar, Hemlock, Ia.rch, Dougl Fir, nd 
Grand Fir, in background. As seen here there is sc cely a.ey ound cover to interfere 
th renroduction. 
PLA.TE no. x. 
Sue o.nd Looa.tion - l ch. wide , a.long timber, by 2 ohs . long, out ~o ti~ber. 
pect -
Soil -
-
Ground Cover 
5 per cent East slope . 
Deep silt soil , 11 drained. 
Soatteringannu.als alli shrubs . neral soil exposed on a lar 
part or the plot. 
-r---------------------~~~~~~~~~ 
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Direotion from Seed-JI'rees - East . 
Seed-JI'rees .ithin one Chain of' Plot - 5 Wh.1.te Pines , 14 to 26 in. D. B.H., l Ce 16 
in D. B. H., 1 Hemlock 15 in. D. B. H., 2 Larches 
l& and 26 in. D. B. H., l Douglas Fir 18 in. D. B.H. , 
and 1 Grand Fir 18 in. D. B.H. All healthy m in 
good con.di t ion for producing seed. 
Light Values , Under Whioh Reproduction is Comins in - Value o-r .os readings taken 
one chain into timber 
stopped. 
re te Pine reproduction 
This shows that the trees a.re seeding nea.rl7 every 1 but the distance of seedl 
is bout the e every y • A lar mmiber of plot taken under varying conditions 
ah d the same results . 
During the r of 1913 an 1ntens1T study o a section lo ted on 
the Y lt burn of 1902 on the Col bi.a a tional orest , by strips 
8-1/4 feet de and t m one-halt chains a t , over the entire seo io • This 
W1 th strip s use bee :us it i s a t ipl o chain. The acre lo nd 
2 o ins wide s t en a unit , and by the above thod • oh a s c oss 
thus malting 5 per cent examination o tho cOTered. The 
found on the strip t n s 11 as the ber ,also t hei t of s ed.11 fo 
on every third acre to t the devel t on the various slopes aDi exposur • 
Heights r e t en in 4 inch cl seso otes the soil conditio a.Di 
topo ~ wit h eroid and abney. 
The strip method gives the contimous conditions a.Dd. shO ~ 
z.onation of the diff'erent types better than th plot am since this stu~ 
r il:la.r1iy or migration U s necessary to follow the omnging conditions closely. 
• 
"'"'°-
ter the stucJ3 or the section s co lete e1 t strip re run 
ting 011t f'l"om the «our corner ani th tour centr l points o the section in 
order to t the loo tion or 1 een ti ~er t t ould in luenc the eedi on the 
aeotion studied. These strips re studied the a aa the sectio • The strips re 
run out tar enou to cover a town hip , that 1a 2-1 2 mile lo the aides d 
3-1 . 2 miles long di lly tro~ the corn rs , c ising in 11 ot 23 ,040 acres. 
.. 
I 
0 cov ri t ol 0 
t . 
or 
t hip in t • E h blo 
I ota the re ro c ion, h do 100 i r 
• 
-------------------------
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aere. This map shows the White Pine . Maps were ma.de for each specieso The dark 
portions of the ma.p show the green timber left . This timber contains very little 
White Pine and none that is seeding out over the burned area, yet the above map shows 
very conolusively that the ~te Pine is evenly scattered over the entire barn 
regard.less of location of seed trees . 
The strips radiating out from the section are divided into blocks of" 
six axres each but the legend indicates the number of seedlings per acre . The notes 
were ta.ken the same as those of the intensive study of the section but averaged in 
blocks of six acres because the acre blocks were too small to record the legend. 
These strips were crossed with one line only. 
The average of the heights of seedlings of all species on the different 
sites a.nd situa tions showed that site quality and moisture were the controlling factors 
in the height gro;vth of t;he seedlings. Slopes sho~d a decided difference in t;he 
height growt;h, sometimes varying 20 to 30 inches from the south slop to the north 
slope but the difference in gravth could always be interpreted in terms of moisture 
&s seen by the fact; that t;he seecllings made just as good and even better growths on 
the south slopes where t;hey were located near springs or any moist ravines . The dif erent 
species did not show any marked differences in this respect; except that the White Pine 
and Douglas Fir were able to establish themselves on drier and more exposed situations 
than the ioble Fir, .Amabalis Fir and Hemlock. 
The study showed that the reproduction occurs over the entire burn 
varying in density regardless of t;he location of' seed-trees o~en bein much more 
dense at a distance 2 or 3 miles from seed-t;rees than near by the t;rees, oft;en reaching 
20 ,000 to 30 .ooo seecllings per acre. The distance ::rrom the seed-trees and the erratic 
OCcurenoe of the seed.lings in dense stands sometimes near seed-trees and s ometimes at 
great distances f'rom t;hem sho d t;hat the seed was not being blown in by the wind. 
On the area sliudied, t;he Noble Ftr was seeding a n:wd.nmn distance or 10 chains , t;he 
AmabaJ.is Fir 10 chains , Douglas Fir 20 chains , Hemlock 20 cha.ins and in sane inst;ances. 
J 
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perhaps f'arther. While no check could be ta.ken on the Western White Pine because 
there were no seed-trees found that were producing seed and no young seedlings found. 
None of the species were seeding sufficient to produce stands more than 4 or 5 chains 
except Douglas Fir. 
When this area was burned over in 1902 all of' the timber was killed and 
the seed of the crop of 1902 badly scorched or burned as the fire went through in the 
early pa.rt of September. That there were no green trees left after the fire , is shown 
by the fact that there are no unburned cones or cone scales in the burned over areas 
While charred cones and cone scales as well as seeds of all of the species of the area 
were found. Also in places where the Surface or the litter and duf'f' was charred and 
undisturbed since the fire seeds were found still buried in the duff, some o them 
With perfect wings. These facts shacked with the appearance of the seedlihgs in stands 
of over 30,000 to the acre a:nd ending in clear cut edges show that the seed was in the 
litter and duff and lived through the fire. a large percent or it germinating the first 
sea.son s shown by the large percent of 11 year old seedlings . The 5 to 10 yea:r age 
class shows the 11.iatribution of the seedlings that same from the seed which germinated 
some years after the fire and those ay great distances fran the seed-trees undoubtedly 
ea.me fl-om the seed mich had remained dormant in the litter or duff' as there were no 
seedlings under 5 years old found in these localities and in the case of the •astern 
i'lhite Pine there were no seedlings under 5 years found during the entire study although 
the lhite Pine seedlings were distributed over the entire ea studied. This indicated 
that the 1h1te Pine seeds were viable for & years under the conditions they were 
4nposed to. White Pine seeds were ound in some of the charred cones and also some 
in the litter a.nd duff' , but these undoubtedly were killed by the ire or were not 
Tiable seeds. 
The fire came fl-om the southeast. and the reproduction is invariably 
sparse on the south and southeast slopes where the fire was hottest and all of' the 
litter and d.utt burned. On these slopes there are no patches of' reproduction appearing 
• 
and the occa.ssional seedlings show that very little seed was le:t't after the fire, 
while on the slopes not struck by the direct flames or the fire the reproduction appears 
in very dense stands regardless of the distance from the seed-trees . 
As shown by the maps the reproduction is ~ound at distances or 3 q.nd 4 
miles fl-om the nearest seed-trees a?Xl as with the White Pine there are no seed-trees 
in the country that would have any in:flueooe on the area over 1hic.h the reproduction of 
this species extends there can be no doubt that the seed was there after the fire 
passed over the area. This seed ~ have dropped frcrn the trees the previous year or 
even earlier, s mu.st be the case where these heavy stahds of reproduction follow the 
fires the first season as the seed from one season would scaz-cely produce such dense 
stands. If the seed of the year the fire passed over the area was not killed, which 
is very doubtf'u.l , this stu~ shows that even this seed must lie dormant for several 
yea.rs. The indications are that the White Pine remained 6 years , Douglas Fir 6 years, 
Noble Fir 3 ears, .Amabalis Fir 5 years, Hemlack 6 years am Yew found scattered 
over the typical slopes or the species varying in age ffrom 11 years to 3 years showing 
that the seed remained dormant for 8 years . The yew was a good index in accounting 
for the seed on the area as there is no quest~on about the wind distribution o the 
berry and although the theory that animals carry the seed may be true to a c erta in 
extent it is scareely" possible that the birds would take the pains to rry the seed 
back to the slopes best adapted to the s :r>ecies and among the old burned stumps o the 
st ds of Yew be ore the ire. 
These oonditions are duplicated on all of the bur1ls gone over on the 
Snoqualmie l ational. Forest and the Oregon Tational Forest . The burns on the last 
llamed forests ere not studied, but general observations in oated that the conditions 
were the same as those found on the Columbia. the notieeable feature being the 
'Universal failure of reproduction following a second fire over any area at any 
considerable distances :tran seed-trees. This fact shows that the seed did not aome 
~-
from any of the remaining green trees because i they had seeded the 
time they would have re-seeded it after the second tire also. 
p ·o. XIII. 
ea the irst 
A at of obl • r a.nd balis oduction about 1 tllle o:n seed-tr • 
... onty-:tivo th 
is th clo cu e 
ee li 
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of the re roducti 
si ti n ture shcrnn 
de in t e e 
or on t strip up to the lar 
r tree in the center . 'l'h.is is o ten ound. in di ·r rent lo lities 
this vi 
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ined onl by the sur ce ire ~ng out lo - this line bu= i ...: all o~ t litter 
d duff up tb the point here it dies and the seed in t· e litte ! le ... t 
Ullburned germinating. 'l'his sh~s cle ly that this seed ot bl in, lso t t 
uo seed came here since the fire . 
II ....... ______________________ _ 
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PLATE NO . XVI . 
View on Oregon National Forest showing the results o~ a second fire. This area was 
burned over in 1902 and followed by dense reproduction of Douglas Fir , Noble Fir, 
Heml.oek a:rxl Cedar. The second fire ran through in 1909. Note the boundary of' the second 
fire not followed by reproduction. 
PLATE NO . X'lI I. 
View on the Snoqualmie National Forest in ia.shington showing a burn 20 years old followed 
by second fire ll years later. The patches of reproduction left show where the second 
fire did not run. The second fire bas not been followed bv ~ v ~eprod.uction. 
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GEID.!I IA.TIO OF SEED . 
That the se dling is depend.en~ on the food stored in the endosperm of 
the seed was shown by tests in sand, soil to Which ?Illtrient solutions ha.cl been added, 
and potting soil made up of' leaf mold and sand. The following ?Illtrient solution 
s used : 
To each liter or ter added: 
1 . gram Calcium it t 
0 . 25 tt Potassium Chloride 
0 . 25 tt esium Sulphate 
0 . 25 tt Acid Potassium Phosphate 
The soil s moistened with this solution and al 
h.enever neces ry . 
tere ith the solution 
The seeds rminated equally 11 under 11 of the conditions but th 
di ferenc s re very soon notic ble after rmination . 
Se rminated in the s e bove he ound 
as od a those in the potting soil or in the :mltrient solution until the s ed-
coats ere shed en they be to t il ap:i;arentl.T ere ble to t nouris nt 
or at le not suf' icient to make a cmth. f'ter the cotyledon st , th s se d.1 
did not appear healt~ a.nd im.ny o t soon dev loped their nter or restin 
il the ones in the potti soil and in the nutri nt e a od owth 
and did not develop &l\V buds until the had sed thr riod . 
Those own in distilled water gr until the ood of the se d 
died. 
PimlS ponderos • Pseudot 
Pli ta ere the species of seeds used. 
st 
tero lla, and 
':L'he f'ollowiDg table shows the results of di:ff ent dep~ of' cover in 
Ver soil. 
~ 
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TABLE NO. VI. 
Species Depth of" Per cent Per cent appeared 
cover germinated above ground. 
Pinus ponderosa l in. 82 82 
2 in. 83 74 
3 in. 7l 42 
4. in. 36 0 
Pseudotsugs. 
taxifolJ.a 1/2 in. 93 93 
1 in. 87' 85 
1-l/2 in. 72 64 
2. in. 67 50 
3 in. 42 3 
4 in. 17 0 
Tsuga 
heteropbylla 1/4 in. 96 96 
l/2 in. 92 76 
3/4 in. 86 50 
1 in. 64 5 
1-1/4 in. 42 0 
Thu.ya plicata. 1/8 in. 78 78 
l/4 in 64 52 
1/2 in 42 24 
3/4 in. 25 ~ 
l in. 26 0 
1-1/2 in. 19 0 
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This t ble sh t t 11 eo up t ou the soil in 
dir et proportion to the size or the seed and the developnen o t seedli sh d 
t t the seedlings will to a size in direct proportion to the size o th eed 
1'1.tbou~ nourishment other than t t stored in the ootyl ons o the se e 
that th seed.a rndnated even t th depths shown in this t ble d 
s 4 to 5 inches lo t 8 the with the Yell P i 
11 dling st depend upon the food stored in th see until it 
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blue oolor in the en o ~erm or all o th tr te seeds sh t t the id 
ponetr t d the seed oo ta . ~a colori s quite no tic bl in the stro r tr t ents 
but since s ot the atro r tr t d plots ve a good ti on th untreated 
showed that the vitality o the se uni ired. eedli t t c up r 
thrifty and the root ayst 11 developed. 
eed s d tor o hour in solution of of 
l'U.lrhate to on llon of ter rminated 6 er c • ter 
to o lon ot ter rm1 9 per cent . tr 
to 60 ounces of mr:Uz Copper aulp te to h • 
t ilod to nate . T tr 
to thr e ta ter to sul te to 2 
h t s no influen o tion. .. 
te to t rts t, tO QUA 
I or 2 d 
in th stro • 
to llon 
n t 0 io • 
nt 0 1 Ori 0 
or 30 
n tr bl 0 
to i4 to O 
l Zinc chlori 
.. er, 11 i lue c on t 0 
at 
st a.nt in nat the e Pin se 
o be the case . 
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Ether 
-
Seven treat:nents or ether varying from dipping to exposing the seed 
to the ether f'Umea for four hours showed that the seeds were killed if le~ in the fumes 
for more than one hour. Liquid ether was put into a bottle and the seed suspended above 
it on a gauze . thus subjecting the seed to the ether fumes . The bottle was closed with 
an air tight glass stopper. 
Seed soaked in water Seed was put into water at the following temperature in degrees 
Fahrenheit and lef't for 40 hours , 100 , 110 • 120 , 130 , 140 , 150 , 160 • 170, iao. 190, 
200 • 212. The tem,.,erature of the water was 65 to 70 degrees F. when the seed was taken 
out . No germination was obtained e.bove 150 degrees F . but the seed soaked in 140 degrees 
germinated 10 per cent as compared with 4 per cent in the llllsoaked seed shOWing that the 
heat had stimulated the germination. 
Sulphuric acid The following table shows the results of treatments of astern Nte 
Pine seed with Sulphuric eid. 
TABLE NO . VII . 
~o . days Germ.% Germ. % 
bet' or 15 clays 50 days 
Plot Treatment first after lat . after Condition o.f seed planted 
number of seed. germ. germ. in planting 
series 
101 A Dipped A 23 2. e 4 .0 Pericarp charred by acid. 
101 B F-A-5 19 3. 2 5.0 
" " " " 101 c F-A-10 26 1. 6 3. 2 Pericarp and mesocarp charred. 
101 D F-A-15 19 1. 6 3. 2 " rt " " 101 E F-A- 30 23 1. 2 3.0 " " " 
If 
101 F F-A.-45 19 2.4 7.4 Perica.rp nearly removed and 
101 G Untreated 26 1.0 
soea.rp and endocarp charred. 
2 .0 orma.l. 
101 H Untreated 21 1. 2 2.0 ornal. . 
101 J l/.2-A-30 21 1 . 6 3. 2 Not discolored, seed-coats intact . 
101 K 3.4 It II It II " l/.2-A-f30 21 1. 6 
101 L 
" " 
If 
" " l(.2-A-120 37 o.o 2.0 
101 
" 
It It It 
" l/2-A-180 21 o .e 2 . 2 
A'l!Conmercial sulphuric acid 
-A-s=weeed soaked in a.oidt f'U.11 strength for 5 minutes , etc . 
l/2 ;;iOne -hal~ strength acid, that is equal parts with water. 
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The commercial sulphurie acid cha.rs the seed-coats as soon as the seed 
is immersed in it and where the seed was left for 30 minutes and more in the f'Ull strength 
acid the seed-coats could a.11 be removed by slightly rubbing the seed thus leaving the 
endosperm naked. Even in this state the viability of the seed was unimpaired ani as the 
table shows the strongest treatment gave the best germination results 0 
Seed treated with half' strength acid showed no a~reciable effects of the 
treatment either in the direct effect upon the seeds or on the germination. 
Germination of all the plots s perfectly nornal , the seedlings in all 
the different treatments appearing in a healt~ and thrifty conditian except that the 
seedlings in the plots treated with the f'ull strength acid for the lon r periods 
appeared bringing practically- nothing but the endosperm above ound in place of the 
seed and in some cases the coty-ledons grew out through the sides o:t' the endosperm as 
shown in Plate No . XVIII . Seedlings appearing in this y produced strong 
Vigorous plants h~ver. 
Seed soaked in C .Sulphuric cid for 1 hour then the acid poured ott 
and the seed covered with water. The re ction of the ter and Sulphuric acid caused 
temperature to raise to 168 degrees F. and after it had been left 15 minutes the te _er-
ature a 120 degrees F. The pericarp was charred and most o it dest oyed by the acid 
a.nd the mesocarp ani endocarp ere also charred so they rubbed o f sily, but the 
endosperm or :rood material of the seed was apparently uninjured. So:ne of the seed 
germinated. Seed soaked tor more than one hour and treated with ter failed to 
gertninate . 
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~he follOWing chemical experiments to determine influenoe on rmination ere done nth 
the Pim.is ponderosa , estern Yellow Pine . 
~er sulphate Ten tr tments varying from 1 p~ Copper sulphate to 1 part water 
by weight , to 1 pa.rt Copper sulphate to 5-1/2 parts ter showed that rmination s 
stimulated by the chemical , and the seed-coat ope d in a ew days , but s soon as the 
seed-coats separated the Copper sulphate solution entered the seeds aui stained them 
blue also killing the genninating seeds as soon as the tip ot the radical appeared. 
Copper acetate Ten treatments varying from 1 part Copper acetate to 1 part ter 
by weight , to 1 part Copper acetate to 5-1/2 parts ter showed tmt rmination s 
BUlmllat d but the Copper ace te killed the gro ing Ups as soon as the1 appe ed. 
Chemical in.Jur3r ocCtl?'ed in all ot the strengths. In the eaker tre tments the n-
ting tip re stained blue and in the stro r tre t nta the entire endosperm and 
Plumule ere stained blue . 
All or the above exper nta show tba.t the seed in the or t state 
111 thst d very severe conditions and the chemical condition o he forest flo 
very little influence on the viability o the seed, al.th it 
taotor in the ermination and develop;:ent o t e seedli • 'Th.ls ho er is another 
problem since the torest floor is al ya under very different ondi ions 
or cutting. 
er a ir 
In order to account for the present distribution o t e for st s ci 
l.lld the types thin the orest, it is necess to kn un r t oonditio t 
seedlings or these species are ble to establish th elves . 'en t•e seeclli or 
tre ot any species are found on any site shows t hat that ti cul site is fav ble 
to the species found there but it does not show th3t any other species oul not establish 
_,.... ___________________________ ~~---
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i • self' there or develop there if given a chance . Sometimes it is merely a question of 
which species happened to get possession of the area after the virgin forest -s removed 
or which species first had the opportunity of' migrating there , while in other instances 
it is clearly a matter of' competition or ebili~ to withstand the conditions of the 
site involved. 
Soil tem:pera.ture , soil mois ture , aeration, and light are the ecological 
factors which determine the establishnent of orest and determine the types within 
the forest and a large variation of' any one of these factors on dif erent sites does 
not mean that ide varying f'actor is the one which determines the type, since other 
factors varying less , but approaching nearer the limit of' favorable conditions \7ould 
have a greater influence on the establishment of the seedling or on the ennination 
Of the seed . All of' the factors mu.st be taken into consid~ion and also the limits 
Of each under which the seedlings will grow. \lhile the soil moisture may be equal in 
two different localities , the soil texture may have a decided inf'luence in the avail-
ability of' the moisture to the plants , that is there would be a decided difference in 
the Wilting coefficient . Scha.nt and Briggs haT& shown that all plants ba.ve the same 
ability to get ter from the soil so this difference ould not influence the types in 
these it the soil moisture was the same at all depths but the act t the ur ace 
son often dries out while the soil at a depth of' six inches will b moist on protected 
slopes and dry on exposed slopes gives a decided advanta to the se dlings with a 
deep r oot formed early in its developnent . It is this fact tbP.t ves the YellO\V 
Pine th advantage over the Hemlock and its associates in the ~orests or western 
'ontana. and Idaho , and for the same reason the Douglas Fir is able to establish itself' 
on the drier slopes o the Cascades , while the Hemlock and Cedar fails . south slope 
covered with Ye llow Pine or Douglas Fir, and the north slope covered with Hemlock, 
i'lhite Pine. Cedar and other species , does not mean that each o~ these species is in 
its optimum habitat but is a question o~ competition azxl establishment . The Yellow 
Pine woUld produce even a better forest on some of the slopes OCC'Upied by the other 
...__~~~----------------................. . 
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species if' it could establish itself there , but it is crowded out by the large number 
of' seed.lings of' the other species while on the other hand the Hemlock and Cedar do 
,. very well under the conditions of' the south slope wherever they can get suf.ricient 
moisture to establish themselves. The reason these species are not mixed all through 
the forest is not. due to the lack of' seeding or even the germination o the seeds on 
the different slopes. This has been round to be the case by the writer where the two 
types met on ridge . The south slope was seed.ad with the seed or the species found 
on the north slope and the seedlings of' the He?:'.!lock and Cedar and Larch ere found 
germinating along with those of the Douglas Fir and Yellow Pine in the spring but when 
examined in the fall only some of' the seedlings of the Yellow Pine and the Douglas Fir 
ere left because the small seedlings or the other species ere UDable to live throu 
the dry period or the summer due to their small roots and inability to reach the moist 
layer or soil bel the dry surfac • These conditions are repeated after year 
e.nd still the types remain the same. It is very noticeable herever ravine or 
spring keeps the south slo~e moist the species of the north slope a.re ound. EYanoration 
is one of the chief factors in the establishment of the seedl :tor the dif erent 
slopes often get a.bout the sa amount of' precipitation but there is such marked 
difference in the evaporation that the exposed slop s dry out while the north and 
otected slopes rennin moist . This is shown in table o • X. 
The conditio111und.er which the seed.11 bee stablisbed re also 
studi d when the migration study s made on the ar shown in Plate ro . VII . 
The results of this a tu~ a.re given in the foll()';71ng table : 
l 
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TABLE NO . VIII. 
l 
CONDITIONS UNDER ..IHICH SEEDLINGS .l'ERE FOillID 
White Pine Cedar Hemlock Laroh 
SOIL 
On Ramus 2f, l 2% 
" Du.ff 30% 6% 24% 63% 
" Wood Litter 35~ 115~ 3~ 7% 
0 Mineral Soil 33% 82% 41% 30~ 
PROTECTION 
In Shade 44% 69% 54% 371 
Under Logs sf, ~ 7% 5% 
!11 Open ~ 29% 39% 58'% 
AGE 
l Year Old 43% 8rpfo 81% 48% 
2 Yeara Old 25% 12% 7% lsefo 
3 Years Old ~ 1% lo% ~ 
4 Years Old f1/i 2% 6% 
These conditions re studied on all of the areas , and are sumnarized in the 
following table: 
L_~~~---------------------------------· 
SOIL 
On 
~ 
ood Lit er 
.. Oil 
In 
l r Old 
3 
0 
• 
21 
71 
l 
l 
16 
22 
60 
7 
1 
O. IX. 
19 
58 
16 
7 
l 1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
5 
1 
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Under average conditions it is appe.rent that moisture is the chief' 
faotor which enables the seedling to establish itself. 
The loss of' many of' the seedlings germinating in the shade is pathologi-
oal a.nl due to the shading only indirectly because the shaded moist conditions :favor 
the developnent of the damping-off f'u.ng:l. , usually Pythium debaryanum. This ms:y account 
for more of the seedlings being found in the open and not necessarily mean that the 
species studied will not develop under more shade. 
!. ) 
PU.TE 0 . XIX. 
Sh top and root developnent of estern \Vhite Pine seedlings grawn under dif' erent 
conditions (a) two year old seedling grown on ~:f • single roo pushing its down 
thrOUgh the duff' until it reached the mineral soil Where it developed laterals as 
shown; (bJ two year old seedling grown on ood. litter showillg the ~ t he grO\Ting 
root tip :follows the crevices back and forth between the ammal rillgs and developes 
~1-
1 terals to follow the moisture between the rings; (c) two ye~ old seedling own 
on mineral soil showing the long tap root developed to seek the deeper moisture. All 
or these seedlings were own without protection or shade nnd the dif erence in top 
development is apparently d.Ue to the varying amounts of moisture available at the 
different periods of their growth. The seedling grown in the mineral soil forming 
a shorter, sturdier top and establishing deeper and more permanent root system, 
while the others having more available moisture near the surf: ce developed lar r 
tops and smaller root systems . asurements or the seedlin foll : 
Top Root 
(a} 2. 2 in. 3.0 in. 
(b} 1.6 " 3. 2 • 
(c} 1.4 " 6 .8 " 
It is apparent that the seedling grown on the mineral soil is best established 
prepared tor any drought or unfavo ble conditions 
(d) Sh the ound line or all three. 
seedlings found under these conditions .ere dug and these t en typical 
examples. 
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The following experiments are all located on .farren's Hill , Warren's 
Gap, and Pilot Knob near the '/ind River Experiment Station on the Columbia National. 
Forest. The meteorological factors influencing the results of these experiments were 
studied by ta.king readings every Saturday, ft-om the middle of April 1913 to the first 
of ovember 1913, of the percent of soil moisture at the surface , at a depth of 6 
inches and 12 inches, soil temperature at surface, at depth of 6 inches a.nd 12 inches, 
evaporation from mter surf'aee (by having open ter tank at each site), air tem erature, 
Relative humidity of air , ma.x1rmm and minimum temperatures of surface soil for the 
past week by having maximmn and mininnlm thermometers set in surface soil at ach site. 
These readin were taken on three sites, one on an exposed south slope at an elevation 
ot 2 ,150 feet, one on north slope elevation 1,750 feet , and one on an int r?:'.lediat~ 
tlat rrith an elevation of 1, 150 fee~. 
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In the spring of 1913• 100 seed spots of Douglas fir were sown on each 
of the sites . sOllth slope , north slope , and flat , and 25 per cent of the spots were 
protected by wire cones on each site. 
Three examinations were made . At the end of the season the seed spots 
on the south slope had no seedlings , either in the protected or unprotected spots, 
since a.ll that germinated during the season died in the dry part of the summer. On the 
north slope the protected spots bad a.n average of . 69 seedlings per spot , a.nd 44 per 
cent of the spots contained seedlings. while the unprotected spots averaged . 25 
seedlings per spot . and 22 per cent of the spots had seedlings . On the north slope 
there was no loss of the total number germinated. On the flat the protected seed spots 
avera d 2. 85 seedlings per spot and 88 er cent of the spots had seedlin , While the 
unprotected s ots averaged . 31 seedl1 per spot and 34 per cent o the spo~s contained 
seedlings . The loss or the total germination on the flat was 6 p cent . 
In the spring ot 1913 the followin species re sown under W1r screens 
on ea.oh site : Douglas fir . noble fir , western '\'7hite pine . and astern yellow pine . 
An ar of about 16 square feet was sown to each species . one-half ot the ea be1 
put in as a regular seed spot and the other ~1r broad.casted ithout preinring the 
soil . 
All of the sowing failed on the south s lope . and the seedlin that 
germinated all di during the dry season. The noble fir did r rkabl ell on the 
north slope , and the D l as fir and h1te pine did fairly ell but the yellow pine 
failed. There was no loss of the total number germinated. 
On the flat the Douglas fir did very well end bad a 15 per cent loss 
Of the total germiaation. The noble fir did fairly 11, with a loss or 30 p cent 
Of total germination, the white pine germinated very lit '"le and had a loss of 40 p .cent 
Of' total germination, while the yellow pine germinated very little and 15 per cent of 
the total gennination died. 
T LE 1 • x. 
TABUL.."2 I 01 OF READI G r:"I 01 PILOT OB, .i ••s HILL ' S ..AP • .. 
Readings averaged by months o 
pril : L":J.y :June :July :Augus~:September:Octobor 
: 
. 1mum temperature sur ace soil , : : : 
South slope : 82.0 :113.0 . 109 . 2 129 .4: 101.5 79 . 5 . 
North slop : 71.0: 81 . 5 : 77 . 2: 82. . 63. 5 61 . 7 . 
Fls.t . 80 .o :109 . 5 :117 o5: 139 . 2: 93.0 69 . 5 . 
nimw:l temperature sur ace soil, : . . 
South slope . . 37 .o: 46 .0 48o2: 46 .8: 43 . 2 38. 2 . . 
orth slope 38 .0: 48 . 7 52. 5: 51 .0: 44.0 37 . 5 
Flat 37 . 0: 47. 7 47 .8: 45.0: 38.2 33. 7 
Set ma.xi.mur!1 teJ::I:Pere.tu.re surface, : 
South slope . 46 . 0 59 . 2: 63 . 2 : 90. 0: 121.0: 71. 7 56 . 2 . 
"orth slope . 46 . 0 : 56 . 2: 63. 2 : 69 . 2: 68 . 8: 54 . 5 50 . 4 . 
Flat . 44. 0 . 60 . 69 . 7 . 92 104. 6: 75. 7 56 . 5 . . . . 
oil temperature 6 inches deep, : : 
South slope 45 .0 51 .6: 60 . 5 . 67 . 5; 73. : 60 . 5 52.2 . 
~orth slope 43.0 49.7: 58 . 6 61 . 2: 63.4: 53. 2 so .o 
Fl t 45 .0 54 . 62. 7 : 68 . 2: 72 .4 : 55 . 9 49 .0 . 
Soil temper2.ture 12 inches deep 
South slope 44. 5 50 .9: 59 . 2 63. 2: 69 . 2: 60.7 52. 6 
·orth slop 42.0 . 49 .0: 57 . 5 59 . 0: 61.4: 53. 7 48 . 7 . 
Flat 44. 5 : 5lo9: 60 . 5 . 64.7: 67. 6: 56. 2 . 50 .0 . . 
Air tempe ture . . 
South slop : 43.0 . 60 .0 : 55. 0 79 . 0: 82.0: 66 . 52. 7 . 
orth slope . 46.0 62 .0: 61 : 75.0: 76.0: 64.0 : 51. 5 . 
Flat . 44.0 62 .0: 62 .0 . 80 .o: .o: 72 .0 : 55. 2 . . 
Relative hllmidity, . . 
South slope 63. 2: 81. 7 41 . 5: 35. 7: 43. 7 
. 74. 2 . 
orth slope : 68 .4: 75. 5 5. 2: 42. 6: 52 . 5 75 .0 
Fl t 64 .6: 75. 7 . 2. 5: 30 . 8: 41 .0 : 6 .o . 
. 
poration f'rom ter su C& . . . 
in inches, South lope : 4 . 2: 4 .9 .4: 15.1: .o 2.7 
orth slope : 2.0: 1 . 6 . 0 .9: 1 . 8: 0 . 1 0 .9 . 
F'l.&t 3.4: 3. 8 : 3.0: 6. 0: 2.4 1 . 3 
Per cent ot ter conten~ in 
surf'ac soil, South slope : 31 . 8 : 22. 7: 22. 2 . 9 .9: 1. 0: 24 .6 25.6 . 
orth sl 29 .1 29 .a: 23 . 2 15 . 3: 6. 5: 27 . 35. 3 
Flat 23. 3 : 29 . 3: 35. 5 15.9: 2 3: 31 . l 30. 6 
Per cent ter content in soil 6 . : : . 
b:oh s deep, South slop 30 . 5 : 27 21 . 2 : 18 .9: 11. 2: 28 7 . 5 
orth slope 35.9 23. l: 25.9 23. 2: 17. 5: 26 . 8 32. 1 
Flat 26.3 : 28.9: 25. 7 24.0: 17 29 . 
. 30 .2 . 
Per cent ter content in soil 12 : . . . . 
inches deep• South slope . 31.5 25.9: 19.3 21 .l: 10 .4: 27 . 6 
31 .8 
. 
orth slop 27.5 26 .0: 26 .7 . 23.0: 19 18.9 32 . l . 
Flat 26 .4 . 25 .1: 26o2 . 23. . 21 .1: 30 . 2 
. 30 7 
. . . 
. 
: . : . . . 
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In order to determine the relative hardiness of varioa.s s and classes 
of Douglas fir stock on different sites , and situations , seven di erent a classes 
of stock were planted on ea.oh site in the apri or 1913. Two examinations were me.de , 
one in June to determine how the stock had established itself, a.nd one in October to 
determine how the plants csme through the dry period of the sun:mer. 
The following table gives the results of the last examination: 
T LE O. XI. 
Per Cent Dead Ave 
Kind of Stock Situation In Shade In Open Growth in 1913 
1-() Spring* South Slope 9 43 1. 3 
tt Orth tt 0 0 . 9 
It Flat 10 12- . 9 
1-<> Spring South Slope 7 51 1.5 
It 
" 
North It 4 2 l . O 
" 
tt Flat 8 18 1. 3 
1-() Fall South Slope 15 42 1 . 6 
tt tt orth 
" 
e l 1. 3 
" 
It Flat 1 17 1 . 3 
Fall South Slope 4 22 1 . 4 
... "' 
or th 0 l 1 . 3 
Flat 2 4 2 . 
2-() s i?lg South lope 6 20 1. 3 
or th It 2 1 1 . 7 
Flat 1 3 2 . 3 
1-1 Spring Sou.th Slop l 34 l 6 
orth 
" 
2 1 1.9 
Flat 0 0 2.2 
1-l Fall Sou.th Slope 4 1 . 8 
orth It 0 0 2. 5 
Flat 0 0 2. 5 
* Seed from Eastern ~ashi ton, 
All other seed from estern /ashington. 
It is very noticeable that the stock on the south slop needs some 
protection as shown by the large p cent dead of those planted in the open. 
G-
The youn stock hich survived on the south slope nade a better <Nlth 
than on ~ other site due perhaps to warmer location. 
CONCLUSIONS . 
Direct seeding by all methods is a failure on south slo es am only 
a partial success on no•th slopes. 
(a) Dtle to 
(b) Dae to heavy loss ot seedli 
by drought during the tirst 
s son on south slopes and 
expo ed place. -
Planting 1-0 stock is unsuooessf'ul on expos 
only fairly suoces f'ul on other are excep north slopes 
south slopes, d 
it is ve • 
.All planting sto do s bes r prot ction o s bu9 s expo d 
outh slopes . 
All method.a or plantillg done r sonably ly 0 lly UCO s-
tul in 'te or good lo litiea h n 1-1 stoc.;t is u ed. 
2-0 stook is as sucoessf'U.l as 1-1 stock un 
An selected w re the ound oov rot ld vi 
bruah s dens and o rod denu 11 T ti 
it lert untouo d . Readi t t 0 o-r 
seedl , soil t .erature t sur ce , 6 inch 1 a oil 
moisture t surface , 6 inc 8 deep, and 12 inches de on the 
dezmd d ar d in the djoini here t o er 
lmdisturbed. The object to ti nd the inrluenoe ot ound oover toll ing burn 
or clearing. The results a.re summed u:p in the following t ble: 
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mABLE O. XII. 
NATURAL COVER AND DENUDED AREAS 
. . . . 
. . . . 
June Jul.y . Aug. Sept . :: Oct • . 
. . 
. . 
. 
. 
Air temperature* 
Natural cover 60 . 8 : :59 . 2 
Denuded : 72. 2: 64.4 
. 
. 
Soil t empera.ture . . . . 
Natural cover, surface . 55. 6: 56.0 . 
" 
tt 6 inc a deep . 52. 2: 5s. 2 . 
It 
" 
12 inches deep : 50.9: ss.o 
Denuded,surfnce : 74. 5: 67. 5 
It G inches deep . 57.8: 62 .0 . 
•• 12 inches eep . 56. 3: 61 . 5 . 
Per cent soil moisture content : 
at 1 cover, surf ace : 33. 3: 32 .4 
" 
It 6 inohes deep . 21 . 3: 26 . 7 . 
" 
ft 12 inches deep : 23.9: 20 . s 
. 
. 
Dellllded0 surt'ace . 11. 0: 10 . 2 . 
" 
6 inches deep : 26. 7:24. l 
12 inches deep . 23. 2: 25. 7 . 
: : 
. . 
. . 
. 
. 
: 70 . 7 . 86. 6 12 . 0 . 
. 84 . 7 :102. 8 : 76 . 2 . 
. 
. 
. 
. 
62 . 7 . 73 . 63. 5 . . 
. 60 . 5 . 68.4 : 61 . 0 . . 
. 60 .0 . 66.4 60 . 6 . . 
: 92 . 5 :124. 2 : 89 . 2 
: 68 .0 : 78. 7 : 67 . 0 
67 .0 : 74.4 : 66 . 2 
: 23. l : 
: 20. 0 : 
: 18 . 6 : 
. 
. 
10. 5 
12. 9 
15 
. 
. 4 . 1 : 1 
: 22 : 17. 5 
: 21 . 1 : 19 . 8 
. 
. 
. 
. 
: 
: 
33.4 
29.5 
28 
: 12. 7 
: 24 . 2 
: 27 . 2 
*Air t rature taken at crown on one old eedli • 
The for going table ah clearly the ef:rect of e po tion from surla.c soil · 
denuded, also the r per cent ot soil moisture at the 0. inch and 12 inch depths 
CO!m:lal'•A,d th se s depth.a in the ar d cov 0 ld 
pea Tine and brush. Alth the su ce d1r ou on the the 6 
12 inch still contained mor moisture than in the o:r t cover d:n to t 
ln01s tu.re be 1 taken out o-t the soil by the roots d tr tho 1 T S • 
The hot dry surtac soil accounts for the loss o-t one ol s cedl on t 
exposed slop s , hile the moist , cooler surf under v e cover ves he 
aeedlin prot eotion. The greater a.::i:ount ot moisture in t 6 inch d 12 inch de t 
on the denuded ar a also shows wey sturdy , lar stoClk Will succe d on such slopes . 
. 
. 
. 55. 7 . 
.. 60 .0 . . 
. 
. 
. 56 . 2 . 
. 54. 5 . 
. 54 . 5 . 
64 . 5 
54 . 2 
56 . 2 
36 . 5 
: 26 . 5 
27 . 7 
: 18 . 4 
: 29.0 
: 29 . 2 
: 
d 
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The ollomng PlateS' show the rmi.na.tion and establishment ot various types and 
s cies o~ Coni era . AJJ has been mentioned before, the size o the seed infl uences 
to a l~ extent , the development of the seedling. This is notice~ble in these 
plates . 
PI.A.TE m. XXI . 
PSEUDOT GA TAXI'FOLIA 
DOUGLAS FIR. 
(Size 2/3) 
I 
• Seed. 
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PLATE TO . XXI • 
Pseudotsuga. Taxifolia 
Douglas Fir . 
Size 213 
Color: Light reddish to a dark brown and lustrous above , pa.le White 
mottled with brO\'m below, a~ooth 
Size: 4-6 :mn. long; 2 -1/2 - 4 nm. Wide st widest part; , tapering to a 
point opposite wing. 7lings dark brown, 6-e • long, 3~ I?l:'l • 
wide at widest part Just below the middle , t paring to 
rounding apex. 
Weight: Avera 35,000 seeds per pound. 
B. Seedling as it Appears Above Ground, about to Shed Seed-Coat . 
Hypoootyl green to reddish ti , cotyledons green. 
c. Seed.lings wit h Cotyledons; green. 
Cotyledons 1-1/2 - 2-1/2 om. long; linear tapering point; 
G-9 in number. 
D. Seedling one Year Oldo 
Shcming r kabl~ root system adapting it to the drier 
slopes and causing unusually fa.st owth. 
1- \ 
~ . \ 
/ 
} 
\ 
PLATE NO . XXII . 
ABIES NOBILIS 
NOble Fir . 
(Size 1/2) 
18 
A. Seed. 
..J'/1 -
PLATE NO . XXII . 
Abies Nobilis 
Noble Fir. 
Size 1/2 
Color: Pa.le reddish brown. slight tendency to be glossy. .ling very 
slightly lighter brown tba.n the seed. 
Si ze : l e-12 nm. long, 5-6 nm. wide at widest part near wing. Tapering 
to point. ~ing 10-15 nm. long, 12 - 15 mm. wide with widest 
pa.rt at top and forming a triangular shape with seed . 
Top almost trilnaa.te . 
Ve ight: 25 ,000 per poand. 
B. Seedling as it Appears Above Ground, a.bout Rea.dy to shed Seed-Coat . 
Hypoootyl reddish green. Cotyledons green. 
C. Seedlin©J in Cotyl edon Stage . 
Cotyledons. 2- 3 cm. long. 4.Jf in namber , usually s.. Long 
s lender, tapering point . 
D. One Year Old Seedling. A well developed plant . 
A B 
PLATE NO . XXIII . 
ABIES AMABALIS 
Lovely Fir . 
(Size 4/5} 
I 
PLATE No . xxrrr. 
Ables Amabalis 
Lovely Fir. 
Color: Light glossy brown. Wings light brown. 
Size 4/5 
Size: 1 -1 . 3 cm. long, 4-5 nm. wide , broadest near top with square base . 
Wings 1 . 4 - 1 . 8 cm. long, 1 . 2 - 1 . 5 cm. wide near top. 
Broadest near top With slightly rounded apex. 
Weight: 30 ,000 per pound. 
B. Seedling as it Appeara Above Ground, about to shed Seed~oat . 
c. Seedling with Cotyledons . 
Cotyledons 1 . 5 - 2 cm. long, linear With retuse a.pex. This 
notch in the end of the cotyledon is a ehara.cteristic hich 
distinguishes it trcm the other firs . Cotyledons green above 
ani greyish below. 
D. Seedling One Year Old, Showing that it is rather slow in establishi rt' itself. 
PLA.TE NO . XXIV . 
PINUS 0 .1:ICOLA. 
'7estern te Pine o 
(Size 2/:3) 
-'13-
PLATE NO . XXIV . 
Pinus llonticola. Size 2/3 
'/est em "/hit e Pine • 
A. Seed. Color: Pale reddish brown. mottled with black. 
Size: 5-'l mn. long. 4-5 mn. wide at widest pa.rt; oblong to trian ar 
in shape . /in.gs 11 t bromi, 1-1/2 - 2-1/2 cm. long. 5-7 mm. 
wide t widest point. , just above t 
:from widest point to a rounde pex. 
~eight: Avera 30 ,ooo seeds per pWn • 
B. Seedling a.s it Appears Above Ground; 
seed-coat . 
c. Seedling with Cotyledons. 
een-s etimes pi 
middle . Rapid taper 
sh, about to shed 
Cotyledons a • long, 6-9 in nu:!lber ; taperin point . 
D. Seedlings One Year Old, Showing stro root system onablin0 the s edli to 
establish itself· 
A 
12 
PLATE 0 . XXV . 
PIBOS S"..L .OBUS 
Eastern :Jhite Pine. 
(Size 5/6) 
A.. Seed• 
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PLATE NO . XX.V . 
PINUS STROBUS 
Eastern i7h1te Pine . 
Size 5/6 
Color: Reddish brown, saneti.m s lighter brown mottlei 1th black. 
lings dark brown. 
Size : 5-6 nm. long, 3-4 Dill• wide at widest part , oval to trlan ...................... ..-
smt.ped. Wings l - 1 cm. lon , 5 - 6 nm. de j bove 
seed a.nd tapering duall to c.n almost pointe pex. 
ieight : 35 ,000 per pound. 
B. Seedling as it Appears Above Ground, &bout to Sh d Seed-Co t . 
c. Seedlings with Cotyledons . 
Stem pinkish green. Cotyledons 1.2 - 2 • lo , line 
with tapering point . 
D. Seedling One Year Old. ~rue leaves do not app until s eoo y • eedJ.1 
well establis d at end o ti t sea.son. 
A B 
If 
c 
( 
PLATE lO . XXVI • 
PI.NUS RESINOSA 
orwa.7 Pine . 
(Size 3 .4} 
J 
A. Seed , 
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PLATE NO . XXVI . 
PINUS RESINOSA. Size 3/4 
Norway Pine . 
Color : Dall chestnut brown, mottled th grey. 7/in lighter bromi 
with strips of darker brown. 
Size : 4-5 nm. long, 2 . 5 - 3 nm. wide • almost round and oblong. 
Vings 1 - 1 . 5 om. long and . 5 - . 7 om. wide at widest part 
near middle , tapering to " oblique rounded point . 
eight: 60 ,000 per pound. 
B. Seedling as i t Appears Above Ground, About to shed Seed-Coat . Pinkish stern. 
C. Seedlings with Cot yledons . 
Stem pitik:ish color. Cotyledons green , line 2 - 2 . 5 cm. 
l ong, tapering point . 5 to 7 in mmber , usually 6 . 
D. Seedling One Year Old , showing that it is well established at this a • 
A B 
3 
PU.TE 0 . XXVII . 
PI.MUS SYLVESTUS 
Scotch Pine . 
(Size 5/8 ) 
P TE NO. XXV'II . 
PINUS SYLVESTUS Size 5/8 
Scotch Pine . 
A. Seed, Color: Dark greyish or brownish Vlhite . . i greyish with darker 
parallel stripes . 
Size: 4 ~. long, 3 mm. wide, rounded to triangular shaped . .li ng 
8-10 zmn. long, 5-7 mm. wide a.t widest pa.rt near middle, 
gradually tapering to an almost ute apex. 
Weight: 90 ,600 per pound. 
B. Seedling as it ppears Above Ground, about to shed Seed t . 
~ocotyl green. 
C. Seedling with Cotyledons . 
Cotyledons 1 . 4 - 1.7 cm. lon , lin ar th lo t perin 
point . 4-7 in number . 
D. Seedling One Year Old. 
/ell established. 
4 
, 
~ 
A B 
PLATE NO . xxvrrr . 
P!}TIJS DIV.ARICOTA 
Jack Pine . 
{Size 5/81 
d 
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PLATE NO • XXVIII . 
PINUS DIVARICOTA 
Jack Pine. 
Size 5/8 
Color: Almost black. dull brown spot.a . ·,'lings. very light brown 'With 
darker brown stripes and margin. 
Size: 4 mm. long. Z mo. wide at widest pa.rt . triangular in shape . 
Wings a nm. to 1 em. long. 3'-4 mm. Wide at widest part 
near mid.c!le . broad rounded apex. 
Weight: i20 .ooo per pound. 
B. Seedlings as they appear above ground, about to shed seed-coat . 
Hypoeotyl pa.le pink. 
c. Seedling with Cotyl edons . 
Cotyledons 1 . 2 - 1. 8 em. long, narrow long tapering point, 
green. 4.Jf in number. 
D. Seedling One Year Old. 
'i'/ell established as shown by root system. 
h ----~~~~~-------------............. __. 
A 
2 
PLATE NO • :xxrx. 
PINUS CORCIA11A 
Corcica.n Pine . 
(Si:ie 5 /8) 
1 
A 
Seed, 
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PLATE NO . XXIX. 
PINUS CORCIANA Size 5/8 
Corcica.n Pi ne . 
Color: Light brown , motled with black to a dark brown. ·.lings brown. 
Si ze: 5-'l' nm. long, 3-4 mm. wide . Usually triangular shaped. ·nngs 
1 . 5 - 2 cm. long, . 7 - l cm. wide at rldest part near middle 
taper to almos~ pointed a.pex. 
'/eight : 30 , 200 per pound. 
B. Seedlings as they Appear Above Ground, About to shed Seed-Coats . 
c. Seedlings with Cotyledons . 
Stems and cotyledons green. Cotyledons linear 2-1/2 cm. long 
with tapering point . 6 to 7 in number . 
D. Seedling One Year Ol d , showing t ap root . 
A 
PLATE NO . XXX: . 
Sugar Pine . 
(Size 4/5J 
.J/9 -
PLATE NO. XXX. 
PINUS LAMBERTI.ANA Size 4/5 
Sugar Pine . 
• 
Color : Dark brovm, shiny on one side - side next to cone - and a greyish 
brown on other side . nin dark brown. 
Size: 1-1. 5 om. long, 1-1 . 2 cm. wide . Very thick, oblong to 
tri angular shape . Jings 1. 5 - 1. 8 c:n. lo , 1 . 5 cm.~ide . 
Vides~ at top 1th very slightly rounded top. 
Weight : 2 , 370 per pound. 
B. Germinated Seed just as Seed-Coat Pushes above round , Showing Deop Root Developed. 
c 
&: 
D 
Seedlings One Year Old. 7ell developed root syst • Cotyl dons 3 . 5 - 4 lon • 
Green, 12 - 16 in mmiber • tapering point . S11em re dish een. 
A B c 
PLATE NO . XXXI • 
PINUS AUSTRIA.CA 
Austrian Pine . 
(Size 1/ 2) 
A. Seed, 
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PL!TE UO . XXXI . 
PINUS AUSTRIACA 
Austrian Pine. 
Size 1/2 
Color: Greyish bro1111, often mottled with darker brown. Slightly 
shilly on one side . 1Tingg light grey, darker near the seed, 
slightly, striped. 
Size: &-7 mm. long, 4 mm. wide , rounded to trian lar. 7/ings 1 . 5 - 2 
om. long, .s - 1 cm. wide at widest part near middle, abrupt 
taper to almost pointed apex. 
eight : 26 ,000 per pound. 
B. Seedling as it Appear11 Above Ground , about to shed Seed-Coat . 
113Pocotyl pale pink. 
c. Seedlings with Cotyledons. 
Cotyledons linear 2. 5 - 3 • long, green. 6 and 7 in 
number. 
D. Seedling One Year Old, Showing long tap root fomod. 
A B 
PLATE NO . XXXII . 
:PINUS PONDEROSA 
Yellow :Pine. 
(Size 1/2) 
s 
A. Seed, dry, 
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PLATE NO . xxxrr . 
pnros PO IDEROSA Size 1/2 
Yellow Pine . 
Color: Light brown to almost black, usually pale brown , mottled 
with black. 
Size: 5-9 mn. long, 4-6 Illil. wide , compressed at apex, well 
rounded below. 'ings light to da.rk brown, 2 -1/2 - 3-1/2 
cm. long and 1 -1/2 - 2-1/2 cm. wide t mid e , gr dually 
tapering to oblique apex. 
·,7eight: Avera 12,000 seeds per p0ttnd. 
B. Seedling as it Appears bove _,.round. 
Hypocotyl ani cotyledons een. 
c. Seedlings with Cotyledons . 
Green, Cotyledons 3~ cm. long, linear, tapering point , 
5-9 in mimber . 
D. Seedling One Year Old, Showing deep root system developed, suited terr dry 
situations. 
A 
17 
B c 
PLATE NO . XXXII I • 
TSUGA HETEROPHYLLA. 
Western Htllnloek. 
(Size 1-1/Zl 
D 
ill-------------------~~~~~---~ 
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PLATE NO. XXXIII . 
TSUGA BETEROPHYLLA. Size 1-1/2 
1estern Hemlock • 
.A. . Seed, Color: Light plain brown, with uings o a vecy li t bro\7Xl tinge , 
a.J.most gauzy in texture . 
Size : l mm. wide , 2 mm. long. ~ings . 5 to l CI!l• long, 4 nm. wide. 
"ling attached more than half way around seed and a.s broad 
at base as at middle with rounded apex. 
1eight : 275,000 per pound. 
B. Seedling as it Appears Above Ground, about to shed Seed-Coat. 
Hypocotyl brownish green. 
C. Seedlings with Cotyledons. 
HyJ?ocotyl brownish greeD. Cotyl edons 5-6 tm:l • long .ith 
tapering point . Pale green with dark green mid rib . umber 
3-5, usually 3 . 
D. Seedll:ngs One Year Old. 
A 
r 
I 
B c 
PU.TE O. XXXIV . 
l!ounta.in Hemlock. 
(Size 7 /9) 
E 
3-
P E O. XXXIV . 
1 e 7/9 
• 
• Seed. Color : Bromi to deep r dish br • 
to 
r ddish br er wi. 0 • 
Size : 2 • o, 5 • lo • 
d t 1 est 
dth thro out 
,ei t : 260 ,000 ... er _ 
th ·A • 
co 1 r di h • 
• Seedli th ot le o • 
4-5 • l • 11 
1.n • 
ll 3 0 
D. eedlin Ono Ye Old . 
A 
PLATE NO. XIX!{ . 
TIIDYA PLICA.T.A. 
lestern Red Cedar. 
(Size 5/5) 
PLATE 0 • x:x:t:!l • 
THUY.A. PLICATA 
Western ed Cedar. 
A. Seed, dry . Color: Brown with lighter bro win • 
Siz 5/6 
Size : 3 nm. long, narrow; 4 m:i. lo and 3 • i e including 
wings . ings usuall31 unequal , ormin obco tea ex 
with seed • 
.!eight: 220 ,ooo per pound. 
B. Seedling with Cotyledons . 
icypocotyl pale pi.Dk color· cot le o lin 
green, two in number. 
c. Seedling One Year Old. 
• D. Seedling Three Yea.rs Old. First true leaves o 
seedling & lo t to 
favorable conditions far r t 
6 • 1 
t t it 
t 
• 
A 
15 
PLATE NO. XXXVI. 
LARll OCC IDEMTALIS 
Western Larch. 
{Size 3./4) 
.... 
A. Seed., 
-i!5-
PLATE NO . x:I:EYI . 
LA:Rll OOCIDENTALI S Size 3/4 
astern Lal!Ch• 
Col or: Greyish , mottled with bromi to a. shicy brown. ings pale 
brownish. 
Si ze : 4-5 nm. l ong, 2 . 5 - 3 lIIIl• wide . in , 8 IIC. to l en. long 
and 4 - 6 nm. wide at widest pa.rt. near middle, t aperi o 
rOWlded apex. 
Weight: l l S , 200 per pound. 
B. Seedling a.s it ;ppears Above Ground, about to shed Seed-Coat . 
H:ypocot yl, reddish pi.Jlk• 
c. Seedling& with Cotyledons . 
Cotyledons 1 - l-1/2 cm. long, very nar • linear th 
taper ing point• stem pillk r dish ooloro Cot lodons e n, 
5 - 7 in number. 
D. Seed.ling One Year Old, Showing i t well established. 
A 
:LATE O. XX:XVII • 
AL!IDS RHOMBIFQLIA 
Alder. 
(Size 6{1) 
d 
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P TE O. XXXVII . 
IFOLIA 1s 6/7 
ilder. 
A. s ed, Color: pale br • 11 t r color 
t 8 d . 
Size: 2- 3 • 1 • 3 de 
just above the mi x th se d . 
ei t: Ave 645 , 000 se p • 
J3 . SeedliDg ith Cotyle ons , 
ocotyl pl • ot • 
• 2 • lo 
1-1/2 • in 
c. th irst true l • 
D. Seedli.Jlg ter it 11 Ht bl1 h • 
eedll One Y 01 ' h 1 • 
bl • 
it 8 el ow 
A studs- of the foregoing plates shows the diff'erent developnent of the 
various species and the noticeable thing is that the species hich require the most 
moisture are the ones in which the seedlings are the slowest in establishing themselves . 
The natural result of this is that these species are always fcund near the streams a:rxl 
on moist slopes . The Cedar takes about three years to establish its seedling while 
the Yellow Pine or Dougl s Fir seedling is well established at the end of the f'irst 
season. The Alder is included in these plates because it is one of the species which 
invariab~ is found long the streams and in l wet places and as mentioned before 
it is one of those trees whi requires D)re than one season to establish its 
seed.ling or at least a very favorable sea.son for the entire sumner. Hemlock is 
another example of' a. species With a SI!8ll seedling the first 'Y'Jar, alt it will 
produce & greater height growth than its associates after the seedl is established, 
that is the third or fourth year. It is clearly seen also that the species ich ha.ve 
the larger seeds establish their seedli?lgS' earliest and in the more unfavorable places. 
VIABILITY OF SEED. 
The viability of the seed is the chief ctor that determines t 
species and amount of reproduction llOWing the barns and cl r cutti be ~:use the 
seed must not only be there but it must also be gerrninable seed. Th fo going 
ork shows that all of the species present before the ire e re esented in the 
reproduction ollowing the ire . The question now rcn:aiDS: H lo has this seed 
been there? It will be several years before this is finally settled but it is not 
going beyond our present kno le to assume that it mi t be covered in the orest 
f'loor for a number of years and wai~ or the avorable germination conditions uhich 
always follow the re:noval o~ the f'orest, either by fire or cutti • e know that t 
seeds of other plants are viable for long periods and in my own experience I have kn 
a-
ild Oat eeed ( ~ t t to r in in th 
a he V7 at d they it pl up. Th ld 
sown With a and etur d for 8 t DO 
nd ot seven the ee t 
in br t. o the 
• 
expos to d 
B er(l 
germ.1 ti on nd ot t conditions r hi 
ge inate ae 
m111t 1a 
l 
er be 
, not b 
te e , • i oli r 
t t . 
t i 0 
• 
1 • 
e soil • 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4} 
• 
' 
' 
Bo • 
1 all 
1 0 
• 37-1 6 , 19 
-222 l • 
t D 
0 80 
0 t t 
0 
• 
in 
• 
0 
• 
• 
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All o-r these experiments show the viability or the seed of many of the 
common a.nd well known seeds all having seeds with very thin seed coats and easily 
soaked with water then it is easily possible that the seed of the coni~ers with 
its resinous. seed-coat would retain its vitali~ for a long time . The characteristics 
of some of the coniferous seeds are well known, such as the ·'lestern i'lh.ite Pine 
t 
Douglas Fir, Eastern Vlh.ite Pine , and Junipers. These seeds will often not germinate 
for two or three years even with the best of conditions in the nursery so they 
surely will remain as long a.nd longer when on the forest noor under avorable germinat-
ing conditions, but at the same time under good stora conditions. 
The investigations discussed here show that the ./estern 'lhite Pine 
(Pimta monticola} seed remained in the soil for 6 yea.rs; Dou-las l'ir (Pse-.rlotsu 
ta.xifolia) for 6 years; Noble Fir (Ables nobolis} for three years; Amaba.11 Fir (Ables 
amaba.lis} for five years; . estern Hemlock (:i: ga. heterophylla} for su ye s; Yew 
(Ta.x:us brevifolia) for eight years; estern Red Cedar (Thuya plicata) or t;o e s . 
Conzet(l} showed that the seed of the ~orway Pine (Pinus Resinos ) 
remained in the forest floor for ~hree years and then pro uced a good rmination . 
{l) Conzet, G. Master's thesis, University t.Iinncsota , 191!. 
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SU"tl:llRY .~ID COUCLUSIO S. 
All forest trees and stands of foresb:Jproduce sufficient seed to re-establish the 
type under favo ra.ble conditions , and the change o type or removal of a 
forest from e.ny area once covered with forest , is due to other factors 
thD.n production of seed. 
Seed distribution is one of the most important factors controlling the establisbnent 
of a type . 
Speoiee producing larger seed, produce less seed. 
Leaving seed plots has not proven successful because the seed W3S not distributed 
far enough from the seed-trees to re-seed the area. Leavin suf'ficient 
seed-trees to insure re-se ding, ould take en timber to make it 
prohibitiv • 
Single seed trees bave not succeeded in the 71bite Pine re ion or Ida.ho, be they 
re blo down. 
a.re not wind firm, and o yea.rs a ter cutti 
In the ·:lhite Pine re on or Idaho , reproduction cannot be det>ende u:p n more th.3.n about 
two cha.ins trom the seed trees . 
In the Douglas Fir region or the Cascades along the Col bi • ~ver, r production or 
the Douglas Fir d its associat s ca.nnot be depend upon or more t 
four or ive chains , and o.ten less . 
Seed is always present in a orest floor , s<Xlletirnes covere 
du.ff. 
th rs o litter and 
That the seed present at the time forest is reooved by ire or lo ng, is the 
source of the reproduction ollo;?ing, is shown b1 the prese ork. 
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Germination conditions are unfavorable in the shaded cool orest :floor , hence seed is 
often left dormant for long periods . 
By the remova1 of the forest • germinating conditions e always better and the seed 
left dorIIBnt germinates . 
The size of the seedling is directly proportional to the size or the seed. 
Seeds When dormant will withstand severe conditions as shown by chemical tests . 
The seedling grown from a large seed becomes established IIllch sooner and re per-
m.-inently than the seedling grown fro a small seed hence the fo r is 
able to obtain and hold possession of the more unf vo ble site • 
Moisture is t he chiEt' factor in the establishment of the seed.lin ile t 
often a more important f'actor in rmination. 
The moisture l oving species inVariably produoe 11 seeds d r quir on or r 
f'avarable seasons to establish their se i s . 
Conmon ed seeds having thin seed coat which are easil ter kn to 
be viable for twenty years and c~erous seeds e to be Vi bl 
for as long as six ars . It is very reasonable to assume t t the coni ero 
seeds ar e viable lmlCh longer. ~his will not b detinitel known f or s s . 
I} 
